
02

Exploration and Drilling
Production and Operations
Refining and Processing
Supply Chain and Distribution
Environmental Management and Sustainability

INDUSTRY

03

AI in seismic data analysis for exploration
Machine learning for predictive asset maintenance
Data analytics in production optimization
AI-driven safety and risk management
Automation in refining and processing
IoT for real-time monitoring and control
AI in environmental impact assessment
Blockchain for supply chain transparency
AI tools in energy market analysis
Digital twins for asset and process simulation

STRATEGIC TRENDS
04

Maximizing resource extraction
Reducing operational costs
Enhancing safety protocols
Sustainable and efficient practices
Data-driven decision making

WHY CHANGE?

01

AI-driven exploration and production optimization
Predictive maintenance in operations
Enhanced safety measures with AI
Data analytics for reservoir management
Efficiency in energy trading and logistics

WHY AI?

07

AI-driven exploration reducing dry wells
Enhanced oil recovery with machine learning
Real-time data analytics for production optimization
Automated safety systems for accident prevention
AI in reducing environmental footprint
Machine learning for supply chain efficiency
Predictive AI in market and trading strategies
AI tools for carbon capture and storage
Data analytics in energy transition strategies
AI for operational agility and resilienc

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced AI and machine learning capabilities
Collaboration between oil & gas firms and tech developers
Skilled workforce in petroleum engineering, AI, and data science
Ethical guidelines for AI use in env. sensitive areas
Infrastructure for secure data handling & operational control

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

AI for seismic interpretation in exploration
Predictive analytics in equipment maintenance
Machine learning in reservoir characterization
Chatbots for operational support and queries
Data-driven strategies in oil and gas trading
AI for pipeline monitoring and leak detection
Automation in drilling and well operations
IoT devices for field data collection
AI in regulatory compliance and reporting
Cloud computing for data storage and analysis

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
05

ExxonMobil (Multinational oil and gas corporation)
Royal Dutch Shell (Global group of energy companies)
Saudi Aramco (World’s most profitable company in oil)
BP (British multinational oil and gas company)
Chevron (American multinational energy corporation

LEADING COMPANIES

08

ExxonMobil’s AI in exploration and production
Shell’s AI applications in asset management
Saudi Aramco’s AI-driven operational improvements
BP’s AI for sustainability and efficiency
Chevron’s use of AI in reservoir management
Schlumberger’s AI tools for drilling optimization
Halliburton’s AI in well construction
Equinor’s AI for carbon footprint reduction
Total’s AI in energy transition initiatives
Gazprom’s AI applications in gas processing

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

AI biases in exploration and production decisions
Privacy concerns in data management
Over-reliance on AI in critical operational tasks
Ethical challenges in AI-driven environmental strategies
Cybersecurity risks in oil and gas data systems

NEW RISKS
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12

Balancing AI efficiency with environmental responsibility?
Ethical use of AI in resource extraction?
AI’s role in transitioning to sustainable energy sources?

DILEMMAS

13

Strategic AI integration in oil and gas operations
Ethical frameworks for AI in energy extraction
Training in AI, petroleum tech and environmental mgmt
Strong focus on data security and operational safety
Collaborative approach to AI-driven energy solutions

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in oil and gas projects.
Implement AI in exploration, production, and distribution.
Train staff in AI technologies and environmental ethics.
Integrate AI for operational efficiency and safety.
Evaluate AI's sustainability impact and adapt strategies.

STEP BY STEP AI

11

Misuse of AI in inflating reserves or production figures
Unauthorized access to AI-powered operational systems
AI biases affecting safety and risk assessments
Over-automation impacting workforce and skills
AI in promoting unsustainable extraction practices

MISUSE

15

Ethical and transparent AI use in the industry
AI as a tool to enhance efficiency and safety
Focus on AI for environmental sustainability
Innovate responsibly with AI in energy extraction
Adapt AI strategies to evolving energy landscapes

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of oil fields for exploration and production planning
Virtual models for refinery process optimization
AI simulations for emergency response and safety
Digital replicas of pipeline networks for monitoring
Virtual reality setups for training and operations

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI specialists in energy exploration
Data analysts for production and operations
Machine learning experts in reservoir management
Ethical AI advisors in environmental strategies
AI-driven sustainability consultants

FUTURE JOBS

16

Predictive analytics for reservoir management
AI algorithms for exploration data interpretation
Machine learning in production optimization
Data analytics for supply chain and logistics
Neural networks for environmental impact analysis

AI MODELS

18

United States (Leader in innovative oil and gas tech)
Saudi Arabia (Largest crude oil exporter w/ vast resources)
Russia (Major player in global oil and gas market)
Canada (Significant oil sands and natural gas reserves)
China (Growing in both consumption and production)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

AI as a core component in modern energy exploration
AI-driven innovations in sustainable resource management
Enhanced operational safety and efficiency with AI
AI in transitioning towards renewable energy sources
Ethical AI shaping the future of the oil and gas industry

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

The Prize (Yergin) - Quest for oil and power.
Production Handbook (Devold) - Oil and gas guide.
Digital Transformation (Siebel) - Surviving tech changes.
Global Industry (Inkpen, Moffett) - Oil & gas overview.
AI for Earth Sciences (Srivastava et al.) - Tech in geosciences.

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Oil & Gas Journal: Petroleum news and analysis.
World Oil: Upstream oil and gas news.
Rigzone: Oil and gas industry news and jobs.
Energy Voice: Global energy sector news.
Petroleum Economist: Energy economics and geopolitics.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

Pickens: America's oil crisis and energy policy.
Lovins: Plan for transitioning to renewable energy.
Enriquez: Imagining a post-oil world.
Tinker: Balancing energy access and sustainability.
Gates: Innovations for zero carbon emissions.

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a n AI-related talk,
workshop or consulting. We'd love to help!
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